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a jungle out there…..
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What would Mrs.
Brundtland choose?
Brundtland, 1987: sustainability = “a development
that meets the needs of the present generation
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs”
In other words: making sure our great grant children
can live happily too
More precisely: preserving the welfare generating
capacity of our capital stocks

Welfare= material (income) and well being

Sustainabitily: caring for our capital
stocks
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That depends on
the welfare value!
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When is your city water
management sustainable?

Sustainable city
water management

Benefits large when:
- all users are served
- neigther too much nor too little use
- water is available at the right time
- and in the right quality
= positive
societal
balance

Costs are low when:
- low financial cost per m3
- little negative environmental impacts

= low
societal
costs

Sustainability indicators for the
water system
Indicatoren
Surface water functions
Safety
Shipping
Recreation
Cooling
Etc.
Grond water functions
Buildings & infra
Agriculture
Drinking water

When are benefits high?
When are financial cost low?
When are environmental cost low?
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Sustainability indicators for the
water chain
Indicators
Water supply:
-intake
-treatment
-transport
Water use:
-households
-industry
-agriculture

When are benefits high?
When are financial cost low?
When are environmental cost low?

Waste water:
-collection/ sewage
-treatment
-discharge

The list of indicators (1)
Amsterdam Eindhoven
0,03 0,10
600 140
-318 -181

0
57

62
75

Etc.
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The list of indicators (2)

Results for Amsterdam and
Eindhoven
•
•
•
•
•

Agricultural water supply costs (ind. 1) in Eindhoven higher
than in Amsterdam, while supply security (ind. 5) is lower:
Eindhoven, what can you do to improve this?
In Amsterdam CO2 emissions of drinking water production
are 4 times higher than in Eindhoven (ind. 2): Amsterdam,
can you reduce this?
Both Amsterdam and Eindhoven consume more ground
water than the rain provides (ind. 3): both cities, are you
future prove? Should you start using surface water?
Housholds (and agriculture) in Eindhoven use much more
water than in Amsterdam (ind.6): Amsterdam, what is your
secret? Education?
Etc.
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Use possibilities
•

Governments: revealing which aspects of a city’s
water management can potentially be improved:
identifying measures to enhance sustainability

•

Companies: revealing the weaknesses of a city’s
water management and using that information to
determine whether:
- the city is a suitable location for building a factory
- the measures production companies can take to
ensure future production
- finding out which knowledge / techniques one can
sell a city

Discussion
Will the Blue Print of a city be
different under various climatic
change scenario’s?
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Advantages
•

The set of indicators provide a balanced
approach of sustainability: a good score on price
(i.e. cheap drinkwater), caused by low
accessibility or bad quality will be traced
The set enables us to reveal options for
improving a city’s water management
The set allow us to reveal differences between
cities in one and the same region
The set excludes double countings
The set only includes impacts: no measures or
good intentions

•
•
•
•

Basic scheme of cost benefit
analysis
Measure/ action
Does the measure work?

Stocks: ΔQs
Is there a change in welfare?

Costs

Benefits: ΔQw * P
Balance

>0 = sustainable
<0 ≠ not sustainable

Q!
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Examples
Measure

Stock

Benefit

Removing
calcium

Protection of
ground water
bodies

Mangrove
restauration

softness

Water quality

Water safety

(THHI/mmol Ca per m3)

Less repais hot
water boilers

(gr pollutant/m3))

Saved
treatment
costs

(gr N/liter)

Less flood
damage

Identifying sustainability indicators
with the CBA scheme
Measure/ action
Stocks: ΔQs

Costs

Benefits: ΔQw * P

indicators? NO!

indicators? state of the
water system
indicators?chain of
water use

Balance

>0 = sustainable
<0 ≠ not sustainable
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The three values of the natural environment
Socio-economic value:
Nature produces welfare for humans
through functions

€
CBA

€

EIA

Financial value:
income for humans
The financial value of not exploited areas
is often zero, since nobody makes money
on them

Ecological value:
Nature has an intrinsic value;
welfare plants and animals
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